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STRONG LAWS OF LARGE NUMBERS FOR 
DOUBLE SEQUENCES OF RANDOM ELEMENTS 
RASTISLAV POTOCKÝ — MARTA URBANÍKOVÁ 
(Communicated by Miloslav Duchoň ) 
A B S T R A C T . Strong laws of large numbers are proved for double sequences of 
independent random elements in a real separable Rademacher type p Banach 
space under various conditions on the random elements and on the behaviour 
of norming constants. T h e results obtained are new even for real valued random 
elements. 
1. Introduction 
Let (fl, 5, P) be a probability space, B a real separable Banach space. A 
random element X in B is an S-measurable transformation from ft to (2?, B), 
where B denotes the Borel a -algebra of subsets of B. The expected value of X 
is defined to be the Pettis integral. 
Let {amn} and {bmn} be double sequences of constants with amn ^ 0 for 
all ra, n and 0 < bmn -> oo as ra,n —> co. 
Let {Xmn} be a double sequence of random elements in B with the ex­
pected values EXmn. Then the sequence amn(Xmn — EXmn) is said to obey 
the strong law of large numbers with norming constants bmn if and only if the 
m n 
weighted sums ---— V Y] a-AX-. — EX..) converge to the zero in norm of B 
Omn f—\ . , lJ lJ lJ 
1 = 1 J = l 
with probability 1. This will be written 
- m n 
r EE*-^)-»°
 ac-
mn i = i j = 1 
The aim of the paper is to obtain strong laws of large numbers under various 
conditions on the constants amn, bmn, the random elements Xmn as well as on 
Banach space B. 
A M S S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Pr imary 60B12. 
K e y w o r d s : Rademacher type p Banach space, independent random elements, stochastically 
dominated random elements. 
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We recall some basic definitions used throughout this paper. 
DEFINITION 1. Let {Yn} be i.i.d. random variables with P{Y1 = ±1} = \ . 
Let B be a real separable Banach space. Put B°° = B x B x . . . and define 
C(B) = { { x n } ~ = 1 G B
0 0 : E Yn
xn converges in probability) . 
1 n = l J 
Let 1 < p < 2. Then B is said to be of Rademacher type p if there exists a 
positive constant C such that 
oo oo 
4 E * > n P < C E l K j r for all [xn}eC(B). 
According to a well-known result of H o f f m a n n - J o r g e n s e n and P i s i e r 
[2], a real separable Banach space is of Rademacher type p if and only if 
there exists a positive constant C such that E\\ £ X,\\p < c f -5 | |X | | P for 
i = i i = i 
every finite collection { X l 5 . . . , Xn} of independent random elements in B with 
£X7. = 0 , E\\X.\\*<oo, l<j <n. 
The definitions of independence and of identically distributed random el-
ements are similar to those for real-valued random variables. 
DEFINITION 2. The array {Xmn} of random elements in B is said to be 
stochastically dominated by a real-valued random variable A if there exists a 
positive constant D such that 
p(WXmn\\ >*)< DP(\A\ > t) for each t > 0 , 
and all natural numbers m, n > 1. 
DEFINITION 3 . The array {xmn} of random elements in B is said to be 
row-wise stochastically dominated by a sequence of real-valued random variables 
{Am} if there exists a positive constant D such that 
P(\\XmJ>t)<DP{\Am\>t) for each t > 0 , 
and all natural numbers m and n . 
2. Strong laws of large numbers 
We begin with three lemmas which play a key role in establishing the main 
theorems of the paper. 
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LEMMA 1. Let {xmn} be a double sequence of elements of a real Banach space, 
{bmn} a double sequence of positive real numbers such that bmn = cmdn for all 
OO OO 
m and n, with 0 < cm t oo ; 0 < bn t oo. If ~_ £_ f^ converges in norm, 
772 = 1 n = l 
m n 
then -J--— J2 __ xij ~~* 0 z n norm for m, n —> oo. 
m n m n 
P r o o f . Put Smn = E E | f , Vmn = r ^ E E ^ , and S- • = 0 whenever 
z or j is zero. We have x{j = b^S^ - S._ltj - 5 - J _ 1 + S^j^). It follows 
that 
- m—1 - n—1 
run mn u / _ i n v i+l,n in> L / ^ m j V m , j + l m j / 
i n n i = 0 m n ^__o 
^ m —1n—1 
+ j r E E sa (bi+u+i ~ bi+i,j ~ bij+i + bij) • 
mn i = 0 j = 0 
We show that all 4 terms converge in norm to the same limit, say S. Using 
a one-dimensional version of Toeplitz' lemma we get immediately the result for 
the second and third terms. As to the last term, it follows from the assumptions 
7 7 1 — 1 Tl~1 A A 
on bmn that it can be rewritten as V V £,-
c '+ 1~ c ' di+'~dj . 
mn f—/ f—/ l J Cm Un 
1=0 j = 0 
We have m —1n —1 
гj c d 
г = u j=ö m n 
m — \ n —1 j J m —1 n—1 
у^ у^ g C*+1 °г j+1 j 
r - r d - d m-m-i _ r d -d 
< У^ Y^ s •• _ г г CŻ+I CІ aj+i aj s 
II г=0 j = 0 C m n i=0 j=0 CŢП n 
ҺHЖ)) 
m o n 0 _ J _ J m - l n 0 _ J _ ^ 




i=0 j=0 rn n i = m 0 + l j=0
 m n 
m° n _ 1 r - r d - d 
ѓ = 0 j=n0 + l 
m — 1 n — 1 
+ E E c'+rc < d'+rd'"5«-5" 
i = m 0 + l j = n 0 + l
 m n 
•H-aí1-*))"-
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It follows from this inequality that for each e > 0 there exist m1 and nx 
such that for m > m1 and n > nx we have 
„ m - l n - l - r d - d II 
EE -̂ +1 i+!, ' - - ? <g-
——' ——' 3 c d 
'I z-=0 j=0 m n II 
D 
The proofs of the following lemmas are simple and will therefore be omitted. 
LEMMA 2. For each real random variable X we have 
oo 
E\X\I(\X\ >x)= f P(\X\ >t)dt + xP(\X\ >x), x>0 
X 
where I denotes the characteristic function of the set in brackets. 
LEMMA 3. Let X and Y be real random variables such that P(\X\ > t) < 
DP(\Y\ > t) for each t>0 and some D. Then 
E\X\I(\X\ >x)< DE\Y\I(\Y\ >x) x>0. 
THEOREM 1. Let B be a real separable, Rademacher type p (1 < p < 2) 
Banach space. Let {Xmn} be a double sequence of independent random elements 
in B which is row-wise stochastically dominated by a sequence of real-valued 
random variables {Am} in the sense of Definition 3. Let 
0) _E m™ < °° for some Q> 1 < q < P-
ra=l 
Let {amn} and {bmn} be double sequences of positive real numbers such 
that bwr, - r oo and mn
m n 
(ii) EEo^OU, 
t = l . ; = l 
(iii) f^ = 0(m-1n~1). 
v 7 umn ' 
Then 
- m n 
rnn i=1 j = 1 
P r o o f . First we prove that 
- m n 
r E E ^ i - ^ ) - ^ 0 a-c-
mn i=1 j = 1 
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where 
mn mn \\\ ran 11 — inn) ' ran 
We have 
E E ^ * Ymn) = E E P ( H * n J I > Cmn) 
GL 
<^EE^J>0<ßEE 
m n m n 
<cTE\Ajя 1 
— ___._/ rnQ ——< 
E\AJq 
Cmn 
< 00 . 
777,2 -' nQ 
771 71 
771 71 
Thus all we have to prove is the a.c. convergence to 0 of ----— V Y] a- .(K •— EY- •). 
DTTITI . — ' . — ' lJ l J %J 
1 = 1 J = _ l 
™ .A Y---EY--
^ e t 5 m n — C _C ""^"c"—^ • We show that s m n is fundamental in L
p. Since all 
i = i j = i t J 
Xmn take their values in a Rademacher type p Banach space, we have 
Я|Ҝnn-*m n„J
P = Я 
771 71 y _ Tpy 
Sp y ^ Jij ^Ãгj 
г=mo j=no г3 
771 71 ^ E ^ ^ Ě Ž ^ 
г = 771o J=7І0 г=m0 J=ПQ
 г3 
Therefore we only need to show that _^ _C ™ < OO. TO this end we 
have 
771 = 1 71 = 1 
ЩУІ Z j l 
p d P = / ll*Уll 
WXцWści, 
= cľ-PfllXyЦ < c ť j) - p / ť ' -
1 P f l | X ť . | | < í) dť 
0 
Cгj 
= -cP.Pfll^.Ц > c ť i) + p / ť





< Cpft^P^Щ >t)dt = cfąpЦAД > cijZ^) dz 
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„-1.J when we have used the substitution z = (c^ t)p. But 
1 1 
fpd^c^dzKf^dz 
0 o lJ 
and consequently 
E E^M< c E Eh-9 / P d z^< 0 O . 
„ „ ^mn J i^mn 
m n 
Since {smn} is fundamental in L
p, there exists a random element V such that 
2i7||smn — F| |
p -> 0. Thus smn converges in probability. However the convergence 
in probability and a.c. convergence are equivalent for sums of independent ran-
dom elements in a real separable Banach space (see [1], [3]). Hence we obtain 
that Yl ~~ Ymn-EYmn converges a.c. and by Lemma 1 
m n 
- m n 
p E E * - - ^ ) ^ 0 ac-
umn i=1j=1 
Now it only remains to prove that 
1 m n 
i - E E * a E Z n -*° where za = xiAWxijW > ca) 
rnn i=1 j = 1 





 E^AJI^AJ > Cmn) 
m n Crnn m n Cmn 
oo 




m n m n mn c 
oo 
= CEEP(\Am\ > U + C E E / P ( ^ I > Cmn*) <-* 
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whence 
E E ^ 
Cmn% 
oc 
<c^£p(KJ>0 + oxW 
m n m n i 
oo 
<cEE^j>o+c1/2-d^^fiij:;i<oc, 
m n i m n 
completing the proof. • 
COROLLARY 1. Let B be a real separable Rademacher type p (1 < p < 2) 
Banach space. Let {Xmn} be a double sequence of independent random elements 
row-wise stochastically dominated by a sequence {Am} of real valued random 
variables such that ^ ' ™' < oo for some q, 1 < q < p. Then 
m 
.. m n 
Vs y^(X, - EX,,) -> 0 a.c. 
m n Z _ v Z ^ ^3 %3> 
i=l j=l 
COROLLARY 2. Let {Xmn} be a double sequence of independent real-valued 
random variables row-wise stochastically dominated by a sequence {Am} of real 
valued random variables. Let 
E ДИJ' mЯ < 00 
for some q, 1 < q < 2. 
Let { a m n } ; {&mn} be double sequences of positive real numbers such that 
m n 




•* m n 
-EE t t Ä-^) ->° a-c-
™n i = l j = l 
Compared with Theorem 1, the following theorem imposes weaker conditions 
on amn and bmn. On the other hand, the condition on Xmn is stronger. 
THEOREM 2. Let B be a real separable Rademacher type p (1 < p < 2) 
Banach space. Let {Xmn} be a double sequence of independent random elements 
in B stochastically dominated by a real-valued random variable X such that 
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E\X\q < oo for some q, 1 < q < co . Let {amn}, {bmn} be double sequences of 
positive real numbers with 0 < bmn -» oo and such that 
m n 
i) EZ%=0(bmn), 
t = l j = l 
ii) 1^- = Oim-1/^-1/3), 0 < t, s < min(p, q). 
Then 
Ѓ E E M ^ - ^ o - x ) «•*• 
P r o o f. Put Ymn = XmnI(\\Xmn\\ < cmn). Following the first part of the 
proof of Theorem 1 we obtain that the series ^ Z) arnn^Yrnb
n~EYrnn' converges 
m n m r i 
and, by using Lemma 1, that 
Г - E E ^ Ä - - ^ ) - * 0 ac-
mn i = i j = 1 
It is now sufficient to demonstrate that 
m n 
1 ' \ 
iT~ E E ^ - ^ i j - * 0 innorm. °mn i=ij=1 
We have 
1 
mn i=l j=l 
m n .. m n 
E £ 'чEZц < — £ £ V5Ц-YЦ J(| |*| | > %.) 
mn i = 1 j = 1 
л m n 
< — £ £ a y а д | / ( | | * | | > K.iijүl*) mn i = 1 j = 1 
as cmn > ^ m
1 / ^ 1 ' 5 > K1(mn) '
q where K1 means a suitable constant. 
Consequently the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem and the Toeplitz 
lemma for double sequences imply that the last expression is smaller than given 
e > 0 for m, n sufficiently large. • 
COROLLARY 3. Let {Xmn} be a double sequence of independent real-valued 
random variables stochastically dominated by a real-valued random variable X 
with E\X\q < oo for some q, 1 < q < oo. Let {amn}, {bmn} be double se-
quences of real numbers satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 2. 
Then 
m n 
I - £ £ « « ( * « - - 5 * y ) - * 0 a.c. 
mn i = 1 j = 1 
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3. Conclusions 
One of the pioneering works on stochastically dominated real-valued random 
variables is probably that of R o h a t g i [4]. For random elements in a real sep-
arable Banach space the problem was studied by W o y c z y n s k i in [5]. In the 
current paper versions of R o h a t g i 's result have been obtained for double se-
quences of Banach space valued random elements under more general conditions 
on the norming constants and less restrictive conditions on the stochastic domi-
nation of the random elements. While Theorem 2 imposes a moment condition 
on the dominating random variable, Theorem 1 holds for a double sequence of 
random elements which need not be dominated by a single function. Moreover 
Corollary 2 seems to be a new result even for real valued random variables. 
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